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1.- Introduction.

A research about Solar Energy Technologies since 2009 has been developed as a History of Technology\(^1\) combining Environmental, and Economic History through cultural factors. One contribution of the results is the enlightenment of a large collection of cases\(^2\), which must be studied and analyzed under a theoretical point of view, because it reveals an anomaly for the progressive conception of the evolution of technology.


The program of this research could be understood as a part of the main stream of the History of the technology and it has been developed and sustained by an envirotech perspective, cultivating a connection between the anthropological conceptualization of the Nature/Society dichotomy, and the environmental Humanities discussion\(^3\).

The process, along 10 years, has allowed collecting a large number of cases of technologies as microhistories\(^4\), including their techniques, objects, inventors, investors, places, and records. All these form a kind of segmented body. This is a heuristic process orientated to build an emblematic memory from loose memories\(^5\).

One of the most significant challenges for the solar energy technologies and their narratives is the heritage they leave. We have an important number of cases around the world where compounds, factories, facilities, tools and most of the material elements vanished, and worse than that: their memories were lost. We would like to call attention to this dimension of the phenomena and the problem that remains invisible and silent.

---


The awareness of the existence of the heritage of Solar Energy Technologies is possible thanks to a fragile and entangled record spread in different places of the western world and a small number of eyewitnesses sometimes preserved in archives. It seems that Solar Energy Technologies have been discarded at least three times since the XIX century. Nevertheless, in some cases, they were successfully adopted and adapted, but, apparently, they were priceless. In this sense, Solar Energy Technologies offer a rich field for the study, and a cross check between Heritage of Industry and Technical and Cultural landscapes. This approach is viable thanks to an interdisciplinary vision based on a sustainability discussion, opening the black-box controversies, and the thick description of Nature/Society dichotomy.

The dimension of Industrial Archaeology should be integrated to offer the exploration guide of previous works; all production and reflection could be an interesting point of reference to analyze the intercontinental gap and to verify the constant problem of the intermittent duration of the Solar Energy Technologies in XIX and XX centuries.

The circulation of ideas and objects and their transboundary motion are crucial concepts to revise the narratives about the evolution of technology. Patrimonialisation is a phenomenon that stimulates a complex comprehension of the social relevance of the memories about objects and places. We assume that Ecological Economy contributes to the deconstruction of the spectrum of the narrow interpretation from the classic economy, in a similar way than the visual studies of Victor Stoichita among several others; and the fundamental


basis arises: energy and matter\textsuperscript{10}.

This argument is necessary because we are in front of a peculiar phenomenon, which cannot be explained easily or linearly\textsuperscript{11}. In a sustainability perspective, the invention of tools to harvest the solar radiation seems an extremely smart decision. Nonetheless, the myths about Energy and Civilization that George Basalla analyzed in 1978 are still active, imposing a type of barrier other than rationale, the benefits, the profits, and efficiency\textsuperscript{12}. Then, our search is orientated to explore cultural factors summarized as Social Values traduced as Technological Fix\textsuperscript{13} and Energy Myths.


This perspective delineates a research frontier in which analyzing the combination of patrimonialisation, and the myths of energy. There are a number of cases for doing this, although it would be better to focus on stories from Europe and Atacama Desert, in South America, than to draw a review of the worldwide state of art\textsuperscript{14}.

The central question that raised from a heuristic trajectory would be: How did the technological fix and the social values interact producing discard, intermittency, and continuities in different solar energy technologies?

Our proposal is to re-unify the events or to have a geographically more comprehensive perspective, and to re-read borders and frontiers\textsuperscript{15} because the studies about solar energy landscapes and their obliterated heritage are an excellent opportunity to connect History of Technology, Industrial Archaeology and, beyond them, Humanities, Social Science, and Art.

The strategic way to access to these kind of memories has been the history of engineering throughout archives of patents, designs, business records, letters, memorabilia, photographs, oral history, and, mostly, papers from professional and academic journals\textsuperscript{16}. All these sources are stored in archives at Latin America, Europe, Australia, and United States of America\textsuperscript{17}.


\textsuperscript{16} Some archives: ETSEIB, UPC - Barcelona Tech; National Archives: Chile and USA; Universidad Santa María [Valparaíso, Chile]; Fundazione Luigi Micheletti, Brescia, Italy; Imperial College, London; Metropolitan Archives; Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s Special Collections, among others. Other archives no yet explored for the author: Arizona State University, University of Florida, Melbourne (Australia), and Freiburg (Germany).

The objective of this research note is to share this proposal trying to reassemble stories of solar energy technologies to recover a symbolic heritage. At the same time, we propose a new landscape of the re-unified loose memories providing a longitudinal perspective on the technological history of solar energy from the nineteenth century to our days. Our proposal is developed in several steps: Section 2. Stories of Solar Energy Technologies; 3. Recovering (symbolic) heritage and (re)inventing landscapes; 4. Re-union of loose memories, and 5. Conclusions.

2.- Stories for a History of Solar energy technologies.

From the XIX century we observe a large number of inventions, some of them produced, apparently, in a fragmented process or, most precisely, in several independent trajectories.

Following this empirical information from sources, we focus on the inventions by Charles Wilson (1832-1901), who designed the first solar energy industry in the world in 1872; and by Manuel António Gomes (nickname: Father Himalaya) (1868-1933), and by Isidoro Cabanyes (1843-1915) as parallel colleagues at the Iberian Peninsula with other contemporary inventors in Europe, USA and South America.


19 From the XVIII century, the Western list of names also includes: Horace Benedict de
In a second period, in middle XX century, the increasing interest in the exploration of solar energy drove the constitution of a worldwide network gathering academic researchers, inventors, enthusiast, and even some diplomats. This social environment allowed the emergence of other continental organizations: Coopération Mediterranéenne pour l’Énergie Solaire (COMPLES) (1962), Conferencia Latinoamericana para el Estudio de las Regiones Áridas (1963), Solar Radiation and Radiation Balance Data (Данные солнечного излучения и радиационного баланса), Leningrad – Ленинград, [World Meteorological Organization & Voeikov Main Geophysical Observatory] (1964).

Even though we have the information about the existence of these organizations, we do not have an analysis of data about the eventual connections between them. Nevertheless, some research by Dr. Yves Bouvier and by Dr. Sophie Pehlivanian would open some doors. These historians studied some aspects from COMPLES’ archives. Their research is a very important contribution to complete the complex and obliterated mosaic of networks and relationships able to produce a knowledge, nevertheless, mostly discarded.

On the other hand, the Chilean cases from 1872 have some kind of connection with European and USA researchers and institutions. Nonetheless, a nationalist methodology tend to produce a fragmentary and limited vision of the facts. Our cases allow to re-assembly and link facts and structures for observing change and continuity exploring the forces of history.

A short review about cases from Portugal, Spain, France, Italy, Massachusetts, New York, Tunisia, and Chile is the constellation of stories to assemble for building an integrative narrative, recovering a symbolic heritage and producing a new industrial landscape.

3.- Recovering (symbolic) heritage and (re)inventing landscapes.

Heritage and Patrimonialisation are interesting phenomena, and, at the


21 In the sense that Leo Marx and Merrit Roe Smith invited us to think about the technological determinism.
same time, they are controversial. The dualism Nature/Society studied by Philippe Descola, Gísli Pálsson, Tim Ingold, among several others, is a crucial conceptualization to try to understand the institutionalization of memory and conservation.

Solar Energy Technologies would be an unofficial collection of preserved wholes of pictures, snapshots, objects, tool, records, papers, maps, design, letters, and places. All this disintegrated mass of memories from stories of engineering constitute a symbol of the, nowadays, counterintuitive former future that is susceptible to be absorbed by the futuristic (possible future) narrative.

The complexity of Solar Energy Technologies heritage comes from many conditions for being a mere continuity for the successes, and for individual persistence story. It seems easy to build a story from the endurance of a visionary elite group of engineers fixing future problems of sustainability. Nevertheless, our proposal implies the recognition of less glamorous behaviors, and focuses the attention on inconsistency, lazy, misconduct, or, in a kind of summary, an anti-hero profile.

Our aim is to contribute to a more equalizer harmony of the narratives of the silence and the shapes of the oblivion. We are at the beginning of the proposal for a new order in relation to the entanglement condition of the viable alternatives to the technologies perpetuated by the selection process, following what George Basalla says.

This mosaic will be disposed in geographical terms, given that solar radiation is not distributed on the earth surface in equal ways. This means that not all landscapes have the same aesthetics. In addition, we cannot lose the perspective that the industrial application of harvested and domesticated solar radiation is an anthropisation and modelisation of the landscape.

The invention and re-invention of the landscape, therefore, will be an emblematic point to start and end analyzing. Beyond that, the Solar Energy Technologies historical sites are empty spaces. Those localities, most of them at deserts, had facilities that were vanished, and their material reconstruc-

---

22 JOHNSTON (2018a, 2018b, 2019).
tion do not seem a reasonable action\textsuperscript{24}. This fact demands again a serious reflection about heritage and patrimonialisation\textsuperscript{25}. One alternative to open the discussion would be to re-unify loose memories and the governance that operates about\textsuperscript{26}.

Fig. 1. Ancient Solar radiation measurement instruments. Universidad Santa María, Valparaíso, Chile. Source: Collection by the author.

4.- Re-union of lost memories.

This complexity could be organized in an apparently linear timeline from XIX century to nowadays. Keeping this idea in mind our project offers nine cases from the Western world from 1872, linking the Atacama Desert with the


circulation of ideas, technologies, environments, and people.

At the concept of time for this research, we propose to read the cases like thresholds: every experience at their moment offered an opportunity for a new path, and the effect could be suspended, even, for the near future. As it will be read, some of these thresholds were connected in certain ways. This general scheme reduces the anxiety for the innovation and supposes the accumulative mood of knowledge because most of the problem is not the technical challenge but the symbolic cultural heritage.

Fig. 2. Patricio Espejo, researcher. Location: Las Salinas, Atacama Desert, where the first solar energy industry in the world (1872) was installed. Source: Documentary “Historias de Sol”, an edition by Universidad Santa María, Valparaiso, Chile.

After all these considerations, the problem of sustainability is also a problem of the narratives and of the empty ideological conception of the technological determinism, where society seems submitted to the technocracy.

The conceptual and analytic tool to produce the agglomeration of the loose memories is provided by Peter Burke, in whom Social History explore the Art of the conversation and the matters related with the speak and the
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silence. This observation can be connected with the *Shapes of the forget* by Marc Auge\(^{28}\), which go through the thresholds of the selected memories allowing to reconstruct the narratives from loose emblematic memories, according to the theoretical political history proposed by Steve Stern\(^{29}\).

Fig. 3. Engineer Pedro Sarmiento with instruments for solar measurements. Source: Documentary “Historias de Sol”, an edition by Universidad Santa María, Valparaiso, Chile.

5.- Conclusions.

After almost 10 years of research on the history of technology with solar energy, from the XIX century to the XXI, we are able to state that there is an interesting case to study the connections between Technology and Heritage. The sources indicate that it is possible to re-shape the industrial landscape recovering discarded artifacts, objects, and technologies; nevertheless, this would be a big challenge. As well as it is a necessary step to reconsider the obliterated heritage. The material culture should be cataloged, and exhibited.

It is demonstrated that the recovering and preservation of memories would be the highest task. The geographical and chronological development of the facts and events demands a strong call for the attention of the acade-

---


mic community, as well as the contribution of people from politics, business, NGOs, state sector, and, beyond social structures, common people who are eyewitnesses.

This essay, focused on the lost industrial heritage, expresses that this is a history that must be studied, and it is worth being spread.